We study prospects for seismic sounding the layer of a partial mixing above the convective core in main-sequence stars with masses in the 1.2 -1.9 M ⊙ range. There is an initial tendency to an increase of convective core mass in such stars and this leads to ambiguities in modeling. Solarlike oscillations are expected to be excited in such objects. Frequencies of such oscillations provide diagnostics, which are sensitive to the structure of the innermost part of the star and they are known as the small separations. We construct evolutionary models of stars in this mass range assuming various scenarios for element mixing, which includes formation of element abundance jumps, as well as semiconvective and overshooting layers. We find that the three point small separations employing frequencies of radial and dipole modes provide the best probe of the element distribution above the convective core. With expected accuracy of frequency measurement from the space experiments, a discrimination between various scenarios should be possible.
Introduction
The extent of mixing beyond the convective core has been debated for several decades and the issue remains unsettled. For stars with masses above 1.9 M ⊙ in the main-sequence evolutionary phase the convective core shrinks in mass and the issue concerns the extent of the overshooting beyond the boundary determined by Schwarzschild criterion (1906) , which in this case is identical to Ledoux criterion (1947) . At lower masses there is a tendency for the convective core expansion. Outside of the expanding core, in the environment more abundant in hydrogen, the radiative temperature gradient must be higher than below. Consequently, according to Schwarzschild criterion, such layer must be unstable. It is known (e.g. Kato, 1966) that in the latter case the instability takes form of growing oscillatory mode. The nonlinear development of the motion in the layers with preexistent chemical inhomogeneities is particularly difficult to study. This problem has been first encountered by Schwarzschild and Härm (1958) at very high stellar masses, above 30 M ⊙ . In the case of these very massive stars the growth of the core was caused by the temperature increase in time, hence lowering β = p gas /p, hence lowering adiabatic gradient, ∇ ad . To overcome the problem these authors introduced the concept of semiconvective zone outside the convective core, where hydrogen abundance rises steadily in such a way that convective neutrality is preserved. They presumed that in this layer there is a slow convection which carries negligible amount of energy, but sufficient for the required partial mixing.
In the stars with masses lower than 1.9 M ⊙ , the tendency for core expansion is caused by an increase of relative contribution of CNO cycle to energy production, which results in an increase of radiative gradient. This was first observed by Crowe and Mitalas (1982) , who followed Schwarzschild and Härm (1958) recipe. A physical support for the semiconvective model came from Stevenson (1979) , who argued that occasional wave breaking enforces the neutral stability according to Schwarzschild criterion. This argument was subsequently questioned by Spruit (1992) , who inspired by simple terrestrial experiment, argued that a thin layer with very steep rise of hydrogen abundance gives rise to an entropy barrier force preventing element mixing. Above this layer there would be another convective zone. Numerical simulations of Biello (2001) provided certain support for Stevenson's picture. However, we should stress that in his simulations the adopted Prandtl number was substantially higher than in stars. These two scenarios do not exhaust all the possibilities. There is no reason to assume that overshooting stops entirely as soon as the tendency to core expansion appears. Overshooting may erase the hydrogen abundance jump above the expanding core. For this reason in addition we will also consider scenarios with adjustable overshooting distance.
We believe that the best prospect for distinguishing between various scenarios may come from analysis of solar-type oscillation frequencies. In the mass range 0.9 -2 M ⊙ we expect excitation of high order acoustic oscillations (p-modes) by the same mechanism that excites solar oscillation (Houdek et al. 1999) . In fact the prediction is that the intrinsic oscillation amplitudes in these more massive stars would be higher than those in the Sun.
We will show in this work that with the accuracy of frequency measurements expected from dedicated space missions like COROT (Baglin et al. 2002) , MOST (Walker et al. 1998) or EDDINGTON (Roxburgh and Favata 2003) we will be able to distinguish various models of element mixing in deep stellar interior.
In Section 2. we describe three scenarios for mixing above the expanding core. There we also give a short overview of our modeling procedures. In Section 3. we introduce two types of small separations. The small separations are further used to examine the effect of mixing in a grid of models across the domain of solarlike stars (Section 4.1.). The possibility of distinguishing chemical profiles through small separations is discussed in the next section (Section 4.2.). We summarize our
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work in Section 5.
Alternative models of element mixing above the expanding core
In our work we consider three mixing scenarios in evolutionary models. Going from minimum to maximum extent of element mixing, we examine:
1. the layered model (LY), 2. the semiconvective model (SC),
the overshooting model (OV).
The LY model is based on Spruit (1992) scenario. We approximate the two steep hydrogen abundance rises by two composition jumps at the edges of the convective regions, as seen in Figure 1 . The discontinuities of density are explicitly taken into account in calculation of our stellar models and their oscillation properties. The SC model has both density and temperature gradient continuous. However, the second derivatives of density and temperature are discontinuous at both edges of the semiconvective zone. In the OV model, the extent of the overshooting above the convective core is determined by the product α ov H p , where α ov is an adjustable dimensionless parameter and H p is the pressure distance scale calculated at the edge of the core. Here we adopt smooth abundance profile, leading to continuous density and its derivative. The profile of hydrogen abundance in the overshooting zone, [r 0 , r 1 = r 0 + α ov H p ], is given by X (r) = X (r 0 ) + y(z), where
and s > 1 is adjustable shape parameter. The standard overshooting model is represented by s → ∞. In Figure 1 we show hydrogen abundance profile obtained with different scenarios. The influence of rotation on mixing is not necessarily negligible, however its detailed discussion is beyond the scope of our paper.
In our code, which is an updated version of Paczyński's stellar evolution code (1970) 1 , the chemical evolution is computed in an implicit way. This requires additional routine to iterate element abundances but is quite important to accurately follow the boundaries of convective and semiconvective zones. The chemical iteration scheme is not new. It was used e.g. by Crowe and Mitalas (1982) , VandenBerg (1983) and Shaller et al. (1992) .
The code includes:
Figure 1: Hydrogen abundance profile in the layer above the convective zone for a set of slightly evolved 1.5 M ⊙ models. Four curves refer to four mixing scenarios: layered, LY, semiconvective, SC, and two types of overshooting, OV 1 and OV 2 , where α ov = 0.2 and 0.5 respectively. The four models have the same radius of 1.68 R ⊙ .
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• the radiative opacities from OPAL project (Iglesias and Rogers, 1996) , the molecular opacities from Alexander and Ferguson (1994) ,
• the equation of state EOS2001 from OPAL project (Rogers, 2001),
• the heavy element distribution from Grevesse and Noels (1993) .
The oscillation properties of models were calculated using a standard linear pulsation code (Dziembowski, 1977) , where the discontinuity was explicitly taken into account.
Small separations
The layers that we want to probe are located very close to the center. Low degree high order p-modes reach down-there, however the question is whether there is enough sensitivity to changes in this region to expect measurable effects. The frequency combinations known to be particularly sensitive to stellar interior are familiar small separations, see Christensen-Dalsgaard (1988) , defined as
for ℓ = 0 and 1. Instead of d 13 it is better to use the three point separations, d 01 , as Roxburgh (1993) proposes,
because at ℓ = 3 we expect a considerable amplitude reduction. First analytical expressions for small separations were derived by Tassoul (1980) from a simple dispersion relation. However, her approximation is not satisfactory at quantitative level, as pointed by Roxburgh and Vorontsov (1994) , who derived improved expressions. The price is that their complicated formula is not revealing. Therefore in our work we rely solely on numerical calculations of eigenfrequencies.
Discriminating between different mixing scenarios with small separations

Frequency dependence of small separations
The frequency dependence of small separations is not monotonic. Figure 2 shows typical examples of d 02 and d 01 . Regardless of the mixing scenario, there is an overall similarity of the ν-dependence shapes. There is always a minimum of d 02 at ν = 750µHz and a corresponding maximum of d 01 at the same frequency. The d 02 maximum at ν = 1500µHz corresponds to minimum of d 01 .
The upper limit of considered frequencies is set by ν cutoff , which may be regarded as the highest frequency of the modes we may ever expect to be seen in distant stars. Although the peaks in the solar oscillation spectrum are seen above this frequency, they are low and broad. The lower limit is set arbitrarily by an approximate validity of asymptotics. However, the frequency that we may expect to measure in the near future belongs to a significantly narrower range. The horizontal line encompasses the range of mode orders, n = 15 ÷ 27, we are most likely to detect. In determining this range we were guided by currently available oscillation spectra for distant stars and by the frequency range of low degree solar oscillation modes usable in helioseismic sounding. The summary of the observational information relevant for determining this range is given in Table 1 .
The survey
In order to see how the different mixing scenarios influence the small separation, we consider 3D family of models in the mass range from 1.2 to 1.7 M ⊙ , which encompasses most of the stars with expanding convective cores. 2 We assume the mixing length parameter α = 1.5 and standard population I chemical composition (X=0.7, Z=0.02). The models are characterized by mass, the mean large frequency separation and the mixing scenario. The grid of models considered in various mixing scenarios is given in Table 2 . The models cover the early phase of the main sequence evolution which in the case of the LY and SC scenarios is characterized by the convective core expansion. Evolutionary tracks for selected masses and two mixing scenarios (SC, OV 1 ) are shown in Figure 3 . There, the positions of the selected models are shown with symbols. The tracks calculated with LY scenario are nearly identical to the tracks calculated with SC scenario. The departure of the OV 2 tracks from SC tracks is similar to that of OV 1 tracks, but larger. The parameters characterizing the evolutionary state of the core in selected models are given in Table 3 .
The d(ν) dependence in models of our survey are plotted in Figures 4 -8. We may see that within the n-range there is a large variety in shapes of the ν-dependence. We see both monotonic increase and decrease, as well as occurrence of extrema. There is a striking difference in the behavior of d 01 and d 02 . The former exhibits significantly larger sensitivity for the adopted mixing scenario. Therefore Table 2 : Grid and nomenclature of models used in the survey. The names of the models contain decimal digit of the mass and a letter, which stands for the mean large frequency separation. Table 3 : Characteristics of the convective core for the models of our survey. X c denotes central hydrogen abundance, x cc -fractional radius of the core, m cc -fractional mass. "exp" and "cont" stands respectively for the core expanding and contracting (in mass). For the OV models, for which the chemical profile is smooth, we use the effective size of the core. we concentrate our attention on the behavior of the d 01 separation.
We will characterize d 01 in various models by two parameters, the mean value over the considered range of mode orders, d, and the normalized mean slope,
where the derivative is determined by the linear fit of d 01 (ν). Now, each model is represented by two quantities d and d S , which may be measured. These are plotted in Figure 9 for all the models except of M3e, which represents the post main-sequence phase. The parameters α, X and Z influence the d − d S diagram, but within the reasonable ranges the effect is not large. The most interesting feature is that models are grouped in the diagram according to the mixing scenario. This means that even without precise knowledge of star parameters there is a chance of discriminating between various scenarios. We see that the most negative values of d correspond to the LY scenario, that is least mixed models. Moving upward we go in the direction of more extensive mixing. The value of d S reflects primarily the evolutionary status of the star.
Admittedly, the most difficult may be discriminating between the LY and SC scenarios. We may see in Figure 9 that the largest differences in d between the models calculated with the LY and SC scenarios at fixed mass and D 0 do not exceed 1µHz. There are various assessments of the accuracy of frequency measurements in planned space missions. The optimistic error estimate of individual frequency data is 0.1µHz (Baglin et al. 2002) . Thus there is a prospect for disentangling the two scenarios but the objects must be carefully chosen. The models leading to the largest differences in d are M2c and M5e, which correspond to the phase of vanishing convective core. All models with intermediate masses between 1.2 and 1.7 M ⊙ in the similar evolutionary phase show similar differences in d. None of the models with M= 1.3 M ⊙ shown in Figure 9 reached this phase yet. Thus the most suitable objects are stars near the end of the main-sequence phase. Models calculated assuming extensive overshooting lay well above those calculated with either LY or SC scenario. Thus there should be no difficulty in discriminating between the extensive and weak mixing scenarios.
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The diagnostic utility of the d − d S diagram is not restricted to main-sequence stars. The signature of the mixing processes above an expanding core is present until the hydrogen burning shell wipes it out. For example, the discontinuity arising in the LY scenario persists in the 1.3 M ⊙ model for 0.6 Gyr past the main-sequence phase, which is about 1/5 of the main-sequence lifetime. Once the shell source enters the part of the profile that is unreachable for mixing processes connected to the convective core, all the memory of different mixing scenarios is erased. Figure 10 shows the evolution of 1.3 M ⊙ models in the d − d S diagram through the mainsequence and early post main-sequence phases. The evolutionary sequences for LY, SC and OV 1 nearly coincide in most evolved models, M3e, because in these models the signature of mixing processes has been nearly erased. The OV 2 is still far away because the chemically inhomogeneous zone extends well above the source.
Applications of the d − d S diagrams is limited to the cases where the modes partially trapped do not appear in the frequency domain of solar-like oscillations. Signature of such partial trapping are rapid changes of the small separations, such as seen in Figure 6 . The rapid changes are in fact a very sensitive probe of mixing processes, but make our two parameters, d and d S , not well defined. Our calculations for 1.3 M ⊙ indicate that the post main-sequence phase, where we may trust in d and d S , lasts about 0.6 Gyr for weak mixing scenarios.
Summary
We have analyzed the small separations of a representative set of evolutionary models of moderate (1.2 -1.9 M ⊙ ) mass stars with different scenarios of mixing beyond the convective core. Four mixing scenarios were taken into account, layered scenario (LY), semiconvective scenario (SC) and two overshooting scenarios of different extent (OV 1 , OV 2 ). Our numerical results for two types of small separations, d 01 
We have found that the location of a star on the diagram depends on its evolutionary status and the mixing scenario. During the main-sequence phase stars evolve slowly toward higher slopes, d S . During this phase, stars having different mixing scenarios may be distinguished with d, which is correlated with the extent of mixing. The higher is the extent of mixing, the larger is d. This correlation allows to determine the extent of mixing with an accuracy depending on the accuracy of frequency measurements. Figure 9 but including the most evolved models of our survey, ie M3e. Cross indicates the TAMS model on each track extending to the post main-sequence phase, ie LY, SC and OV 1 tracks. All M3e models, which are post main-sequence stars, are located in the domain of low slopes.
requires the frequency accuracy of 1.8µHz or better. Optimistic predictions of the frequency accuracy for space missions give a much better value of 0.1µHz. The discrimination between two scenarios of low mixing extent, SC and LY, is difficult for young main-sequence objects because their values of (d, d S ) overlap. We show, however, that the distinction is possible for the most evolved main-sequence stars. Similar SC and LY stars in this phase may differ as much as 1µHz in d, what requires the frequency accuracy of 2.6µHz or better. Such stars are characterized by a rapid evolution of their cores. During this phase such star moves rapidly towards low slopes on the d − d S diagram. Identification of the mixing scenario is still possible for such star but requires strong constraints on other stellar observables like effective temperature, radius, metallicity and age.
